We investigate if, for a locally compact group G, the Fourier algebra A(G) is biflat in the sense of quantized Banach homology. A central rôle in our investigation is played by the notion of an approximate indicator of a closed subgroup of G: The Fourier algebra is operator biflat whenever the diagonal in G × G has an approximate indicator. Although we have been unable to settle the question of whether A(G) is always operator biflat, we show that, for G = SL(3, C), the diagonal in G × G fails to have an approximate indicator.
Introduction
In his seminal memoir [Joh 1], B. E. Johnson proved that the amenable locally compact groups G can be characterized by the vanishing of certain Hochschild cohomology groups of L 1 (G): This initiated the theory of amenable Banach algebras. At about the same time, Banach homology, i.e. homological algebra with functional analytic overtones, was developed systematically by A. Ya. Helemskiȋ's Moscow school ([Hel 1]) . One of the central notions in this theory is projectivity. A Banach algebra which is projective as a bimodule over itself is called biprojective. The biprojectivity of L 1 (G) is equivalent to G being compact ([Hel 2, Theorem 51] ). This shows that some important properties of locally compact groups G are equivalent to certain homological properties of L 1 (G).
lacks an approximate indicator. This makes SL(3, C) a likely candidate for a group whose Fourier algebra is not operator biflat.
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Flatness in the quantized setting
The necessary background from (classical) Banach homology is covered in [Hel 1] and, to a lesser extent, in [Run 2, Chapter 5]. Our reference for the theory of operator spaces is [E-R] , whose notation we adopt; in particular,⊗ stands for the projective tensor product of operator spaces and not of Banach spaces.
Since a lot of the development of Banach homology is categorical, many results carry over to the quantized, i.e. operator space, context; for more details, see [Rua] , [R-X] , [Woo 1], and [Ari] , for example. We are therefore somewhat sketchy in our exposition here. Definition 1.1 An algebra A which is also an operator space is called a quantized Banach algebra if the multiplication of A is a completely bounded bilinear map. If the multiplication is even completely contractive, A is called a completely contractive Banach algebra.
Remark For any quantized Banach algebra A, multiplication induces a completely bounded linear map ∆ : A⊗A → A, a ⊗ b → ab, the diagonal map. Examples 1. Let⊗ denote the W * -tensor product. A Hopf-von Neumann algebra is a pair (M, ∇), where M is a von Neumann algebra, and ∇ is a co-multiplication: a unital, w * -continuous * -monomorphism ∇ : M → M⊗M which is co-associative, i.e. 2. Let G be a locally compact group, let W * (G) := C * (G) * * , and let ω : G → W * (G) be the universal representation of G, i.e. for each (WOT-continuous and unitary) representation π of G on a Hilbert space, there is unique w * -continuous * -homomorphism
the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G, is a completely contractive Banach algebra.
3. The Fourier algebra A(G) is a closed ideal of B(G) (see [Eym] ), and thus also a completely contractive Banach algebra. (It is not hard to see that the operator space structure A(G) inherited from B(G) coincides with the one it has the predual of VN(G).)
If A is a quantized Banach algebra, we call a left A-bimodule E a quantized left Abimodule if E is an operator space such that the module operation is completely bounded; similarly, quantized right modules and bimodules are defined. If E is a quantized left A-module, then E * with its right A-module and operator space structures is a quantized right A-module.
In analogy with the classical situation, we call a short exact sequence
of quantized A-modules (left, right, or bi-) admissible if E 1 is completely complemented in E 2 as an operator space, i.e. there is a completely bounded projection from E 2 onto E 1 .
Let A be a quantized Banach algebra, let E be a quantized right A-module, and let F be a quantized left A-module. Then E⊗ A F is defined as the quotient of E⊗F modulo the closed linear span of the set {x · a ⊗ y − x ⊗ a · y : a ∈ A, x ∈ E, y ∈ F }.
The notion of flatness for quantized modules is defined as in the classical setting: Definition 1.2 Let A be a quantized Banach algebra. A quantized left A-module F is called flat if, for each short exact sequence (1) of quantized right A-modules, the complex
is a short exact sequence of operator spaces. 
(ii) E * is an injective quantized right A-module.
With flatness for bimodules, the concept of a biflat Banach algebra carries over to the quantized situation: Definition 1.4 A quantized Banach algebra A is called operator biflat if it is a flat quantized A-bimodule. (ii) The adjoint ∆ * : A * → (A⊗A) * of the diagonal map has a completely bounded left inverse which is an A-bimodule homomorphism.
(iii) There is a completely bounded A-bimodule homomorphism ρ : A → (A⊗A) * * such that ∆ * * • ρ is the canonical embedding of A into A * * .
The question which provided most of the motivation for this paper is whether or not, for a locally compact group G, its Fourier algebra A(G) is operator biflat. For convenience, we define:
We conclude this section with a hereditary property of biflat, locally compact groups: Proposition 1.7 Let G be a biflat, locally compact group, and let H be a closed subgroup. Then H is biflat, and A(H) is a flat left quantized A-module.
Since A(H) ∼ = A(G)/I(H) as operator spaces ([Woo 2, Proposition 4.1]), it is sufficient by (the quantized analogues of) [Sel, Propositions 4 and 5] to show that A(G) · I(H), i.e. the closed linear span of the set {f g : f ∈ A(G), g ∈ I(H)} equals I(H).
Let f ∈ I(H). Since H is a set of synthesis for A(G) by [Her, Theorem 2], we can suppose that f has compact support. Using the regularity of A(G) ( [Eym, (3.2 
Recall that a closed subgroup H of a locally compact group G is called neutral if e has a basis U of neighborhoods such that U H = HU for all U ∈ U ([K-L, p. 96]); all normal subgroups are neutral, but the same is true for every subgroup H such that e has a basis of neighborhoods invariant under conjugation with elements of H.
Example Let G be a locally compact group, and let H be a closed neutral subgroup of
Let K be the collection of all compact subsets of G which have empty intersection with H, ordered by set inclusion. It is obvious that the net (f K ) K∈K satisfies Definition 2.1(a).
Clearly, lim K f g = 0 holds for all g ∈ A(G) with compact support disjoint from H. Since H is a set of synthesis for A(G), Definition 2.1(b) holds as well. Hence, (f K ) K∈K is a (contractive, positive definite) approximate indicator for H.
Lemma 2.2 Let G be a locally compact group, and let H be a closed subgroup of G which has an approximate indicator. Then there is a completely bounded
It is clear from this definition that each ρ α is completely bounded with ρ α cb ≤ f α and an A(G)-module homomorphism. Since A(G) is an ideal in B(G), each ρ α attains its values in A(G).
Let U be an ultrafilter on A which dominates the order filter, and definẽ
Since (f α ) α∈A is bounded, it is immediate thatρ is well defined and completely bounded; it is also clear thatρ is an
The reason for our interest in approximate indicators stems from the following consequence of Lemma 2.2: Proposition 2.3 Let G be a locally compact group such that G ∆ has an approximate indicator. Then G is biflat.
Proof By Lemma 2.2 there is a completely bounded
, and since Γ G ∆ = ∆, it follows from Theorem 1.5 that A(G) is operator biflat.
⊓ ⊔
Recall that a locally compact group G is called a [SIN]-group if e has a basis of conjugation invariant neighborhoods or, equivalently, if L 1 (G) has a bounded approximate identity in its center. It is easy to see that G is a [SIN]-group if and only if G ∆ is a neutral subgroup of G × G. Nevertheless, Proposition 2.3 allows us to establish the biflatness of locally compact groups which are not [SIN]-groups.
We call a locally compact group
All [ . Let H be a [QSIN]-group, and let θ : G → H be an injective, continuous group homomorphism. By [L-R 2, Theorem 2], we can find an approximate identity (e α ) α∈A for L 1 (H) with e α ≥ 0 and e α 1 = 1 for all α ∈ A such that δ x * e α − e α * δ x L 1 (H) → 0 uniformly on compact subsets of H. Stokke's improved version of this result ([Sto, Theorem 2.4]) asserts that (e α ) α∈A can even be chosen with the supports tending to {e H }: for each neighborhood U of e H , there is β ∈ A such that supp e α ⊂ U for α β.
For each α ∈ A, let ξ α := e 1 2 α . Let λ and ρ denote the regular left and right representation, respectively, of H on L 2 (H). Define
We claim that (f α ) α∈A is a contractive, positive definite approximate indicator for G ∆ .
Since
where ∆ H is the modular function of H,
(compare [Rua, (3.8 
ThenK and L are compact sets, and since θ is injective, e H / ∈K holds. Let U be a
Since g(x, y) = 0 for all (x, y) / ∈ K, this yields gf α = 0 for α β. ⊓ ⊔ Remarks 1. Theorem 2.4 applies, in particular, to all locally compact groups that can be continuously embedded into amenable ones. Recall that a locally compact group is said to have Kazhdan's property (T ) if the trivial representation 1 G is an isolated point inĜ. For example, SL(n, F) has property (T ) for n ≥ 3 and 3 The discretized Fourier-Stieltjes algebra
In this section, we shall see that an approximate indicator -even a contractive, positive definite one -already exists if the indicator function of the subgroup under consideration can be approximated by functions from the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra in a seemingly much weaker sense than required by Definition 2.1(a) and (b). Let G be a locally compact group, and let G d denote the same group, but equipped with the discrete topology. Recall that B(G) is a closed subalgebra of B(G d ) for any locally compact group which consists precisely of the continuous functions in B(G d ) ( [Eym, (2.24) Corollaire 1]). Let G be a locally compact group and let H be a closed subgroup of G which has an approximate indicator. It is straightforward to see that then χ H belongs to B d (G). In the remainder of this section, we shall see that the converse holds as well.
We first introduce some notation. Let G be a locally compact group, and let S ⊂ G be any subset. We define
Moreover, let C * d [S] and W * [S] denote the norm closed and the w * -closed linear span of {ω(x) : x ∈ S} in W * (G), respectively. It follows from the bipolar theorem that
where the polar is taken in C * d (G). We proceed by proving a series of lemmas (plus one corollary and one proposition). All polars are taken with respect to the canonical duality between C * d (G) and B d (G).
Lemma 3.2 Let G be a locally compact group, let U ⊂ G be open, and let
Proof Let f ∈ I(B d (G), U ). Using the regularity of the Fourier algebra ( [Eym, (3.2) Lemme]), we find g ∈ A(G) such that g| K ≡ 1 and g| G\U ≡ 0. Let (f α ) α be a net in B(G) such that f α → f in the w * -topology on B d (G). It follows that f α (g − 1) → f (g − 1) = f in the w * -topology. Hence, f lies in the w * -closure of I(B(G), K) in B d (G). The bipolar theorem then yields the claim.
⊓ ⊔
From the polar point of view, Lemma 3.2 reads as:
Corollary 3.3 Let G be a locally compact group, let U ⊂ G be open, and let
K ⊂ U be compact. Then W * [K] ∩ C * d (G) ⊂ C * d [U ] holds.
Lemma 3.4 Let G be a locally compact group, let H be a closed subgroup such that χ H ∈ B d (G), and let L H denote the collection of all compact subsets of G which have empty intersection with H. Then
holds.
Proof First note that trivially
holds. Let
It is immediate that J is an ideal of
In terms of polars, this means that
Since L ′ ∈ L H was arbitrary, we obtain
and thus -taking polars again -that
continuous; we therefore obtain that
Taking polars for one last time (in this proof at least) yields (3). ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 3.5 Let G be a locally compact group, let H be a closed subgroup of G such that
Proof Let L H be as in Lemma 3.4. For any L ∈ L H , Corollary 3.3 yields
Since L ∈ L H was arbitrary, this in turn implies
by Lemma 3.4.
⊓ ⊔
For any normed space E, we denote its closed unit ball by B 1 [E].
Proposition 3.6 Let G be a locally compact group, let H be a closed subgroup of
, and f is constant on a neighborhood of K}.
holds, where S 1 = I(B(G), L) and
It follows that
and therefore By the bipolar theorem, χ H therefore lies in the w * -closure of S in B d (G). Fix x 0 ∈ K. Then there is f ∈ S -which means, in particular, that f ≤ 1 and f | L ≡ 0 -with |f (x 0 ) − 1| < ǫ. Since f is constant on (some neighborhood of) K, we have in fact that |f (x) − 1| < ǫ for all x ∈ K. ⊓ ⊔ Theorem 3.7 Let G be a locally compact group and let H be a closed subgroup of G. Then the following are equivalent:
(ii) There is a contractive approximate indicator for H.
(iii) There is a contractive, positive definite approximate indicator for H.
(iv) There is an approximate indicator for H.
Proof (i) =⇒ (ii): By Proposition 3.6, there is a net (f α ) α in B(G) bounded by one that satisfies Definition 2.1(b). Since f α | H → 1 uniformly on compact subsets of H, it follows from [G-L, Theorem B 2 ] that Definition 2.1(a) is also satisfied.
(ii) =⇒ (iii): Let (f α ) α∈A be a contractive approximate indicator for H. It is clear that then (f * α ) α is also a contractive approximate indicator for H as is
We may thus suppose that (f α ) α consists of self-adjoint elements of B(G). For each α ∈ A, let f + α and f − α be the positive and negative part of f α , respectively, i.e. f + α and f − α are positive definite such that
Passing to subnets we can suppose that (f ± α ) α have w * -limits f ± in B d (G). From (5) it then follows, in particular, that
Since f + α ≤ 1 for all α ∈ A, we have f + (e) = f + ≤ 1. Since f − (e) ≥ 0, this necessitates that f − (e) = 0 and thus f + (e) = 1. Therefore,
holds. Since f α ≤ 1 for all α ∈ A, this means that lim α f − α = 0. Consequently, (f + α ) α is an approximate indicator for H.
(
iii) =⇒ (iv) is trivial, and (iv) =⇒ (i) is straightforward, as was previously observed. ⊓ ⊔
Remark It is easy to see from the proofs of Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.3 that the cb-norm of the corresponding splitting morphism ρ : A(G) → A(G × G) * * is less than or equal to any bound for the approximate indicator. It therefore follows from Theorem 3.7 that the existence of approximate indicator already implies that we can find a splitting morphism ρ : A(G) → A(G × G) * * with ρ cb ≤ 1.
The following example shows that, in general, Proposition 3.6 cannot be improved to guarantee the existence of f ∈ B(G) with
Example Let G be the ax + b group, i.e.
and let H = {(a, 0) : a > 0}. It will follow from Proposition 4.1 below that H has an approximate indicator, say (f α ) α∈A , so that χ H ∈ B d (G). Assume now that f α | H → 1 uniformly on H; suppose without loss of generality that (f α ) α is positive definite. It can be shown that f α converges to 0 uniformly on H(a, b)H for all (a, b) ∈ G \ H. Hence, for sufficiently large α ∈ A, the function f α is arbitrarily small on H(a, b)H and arbitrarily close to 1 on H. As pointed out in [K-L, Example 1.3(i)], the closure of H(1, b)H for any b > 0 has non-empty intersection with H. This yields a contradiction due to the continuity of f α for α ∈ A.
Existence of approximate indicators
Apart for the problem of whether or not every locally compact group is biflat, the question of whether a particular closed subgroup H of a locally compact group G has an approximate indicator is an intriguing question by itself. In this section, we shall give necessary conditions for the existence of an approximate indicator, but also encounter examples, where no approximate indicator can exist.
Let G be a locally compact groups, and let λ denote the left regular representation of G on L 2 (G). (ii) H is amenable.
Suppose that H has an approximate indicator (f α ) α in A(G). Then Definition 2.1(a) yields that (f α | H ) α is a bounded approximate identity for A(H), so that H is amenable by Leptin's theorem ([Run 2, Theorem 7.1.3]).
(ii) =⇒ (i). Suppose that H is amenable. Leptin's theorem yields an approximate identity (e α ) α for A(H). Let E ∈ A(H) * * be a w * -accumulation point of (e α ) α , and let
Choosing a net in A(G) that converges to F in the w * -topology and passing to convex combinations, we obtain an approximate indicator for H (compare [Joh 2], where the equivalence of the existence of an approximate diagonal and the existence of a virtual diagonal is proved). , we obtain a completely bounded A(G)-module homomorphism as in Proposition 4.1. As a consequence of Theorem 3.7 and the remark following it, we can even make sure that E cb = 1.
2. For general G and H, there need not be a norm one projection E : VN(G) → VN[H], let alone one that is an A(G)-module homomorphism. This can be seen as follows. The group G = SL(2, R) is connected, so that VN(G) is an injective von Neumann algebra. Hence, there is a norm one projection from B(L 2 (G)) onto VN(G). It is well known that G contains F 2 , the free group in two generators as a closed subgroup ( [Pat, (3.2) Propsosition] 
is a homeomorphism. Then there is a contractive, positive definite approximate indicator for H in A(G).
Proof Let A be the collection of all triples (K, C, ǫ), where K ⊂ H and C ⊂ G \ H are compact and ǫ > 0. There is a natural order on A, namely
Let α = (K, C, ǫ) ∈ A, and let C H and C L be the projections of m −1 (C) onto H and L, respectively. Since H is amenable, it satisfies the Følner condition ( [Pat, (4.10) Theorem]), i.e. there is a compact set
Let ξ α be the L 2 (G)-normalized indicator function of U α V α , and let
We claim that (f α ) α is an approximate indicator for H. It follows immediately from (6) that Definition 2.1(b) is satisfied. Since G and L are both unimodular, Haar measure on G can be identified with the product of Haar measures on H and L, respectively ([Bou, Chapître VII, §2, Proposition 13]). For α = (K, C, ǫ), we thus have
which entails that f α | H → 1 uniformly on compact subsets of H. Again, [G-L, Theorem B 2 ] establishes Definition 2.1(a).
⊓ ⊔
Example Let G = SL(n, R) (n ≥ 2), and let H be the subgroup of G consisting of all upper triangular matrices with positive diagonal elements. Then Theorem 4.2 is applicable (with L = SO(n)), so that there is an approximate indicator for H.
We have already remarked that F 2 , if embedded into SL(2, R) as a closed subgroup, cannot have an approximate indicator. We now turn to proving further (and more interesting) non-existence results.
In what follows we shall always consider SL(2, C) as subgroup of SL(2, C) via Proof For each α ∈ A, let π α be a unitary representation of G of which f α is a coefficient function. Since G has Kazhdan's property (T ), we have, for each α ∈ A, a decomposition π α = π α,1 ⊕ π α,2 , where π α,1 ≺Ĝ \ {1 G } (with ≺ standing for weak containment) and π α,2 ≺ 1 G . Consequently, we have a decomposition
where f α,1 is a positive definite function associated with π α,1 and t α ≥ 0. Fell's theorem ( [Fell, Theorem 6 .1]; see also [B-L-S, Remark 1.13]) asserts that π| H ≺ λ H , where λ H is the regular left representation of H, for all π ∈Ĝ \ {1 G }. It follows that
Since the net (t α ) α is bounded, we may replace it by a subnet and suppose that it converges to some t ≥ 0. If t = 1, then (f α,1 | H ) α converges to a non-zero constant function uniformly on compact subsets, so that 1 H ≺ λ H . But this means that H is amenable ( [Pat, p. 144] ), which is clearly false. Hence, t = 1 must hold. This, in turn, implies that f α,1 = f α,1 (e) → 0. It follows that f α → 1 G in the norm topology of B(G). ⊓ ⊔ Corollary 4.4 Let G = SL(3, C), and let H = SL(2, C). Then H does not have an approximate indicator.
Proof Assume towards a contradiction that the claim is false. By Theorem 3.7, we can then suppose that H has a positive definite approximate indicator, say (f α ) α . From Definition 2.1(a), it follows that f α | H → 1 H uniformly on compact subsets of H. By Proposition 4.3, however, this violates Definition 2.1(b).
We conclude this paper with another negative result, which casts doubt on whether SL(3, C) is a biflat group: Theorem 4.5 Let G = SL (3, C) . Then G ∆ does not have an approximate indicator.
Proof First note that G is a type I group ( [Dix] ), so that C * (G) is of type I and, in particular, nuclear. We therefore have that
where⊗ max and⊗ min denote the maximal and the minimal C * -tensor product, respectively. It follows ( [Li, Lemma 13.5.6] ) that
Assume that G ∆ has an approximate indicator (f α ) α∈A , which we can suppose to be positive definite by Theorem 3.7. For each α ∈ A, let π α be a unitary representation of G × G with which f α is associated. Let
and
For each α ∈ A, there are unitary representations π α,1 , . . . , π α,4 of G × G such that π α = π α,1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ π α,4 and π α,j ≺ S j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4).
For notational simplicity, we write G instead of G ∆ for the remainder of this proof. It is clear that π α,1 | G ≺ 1 G and π α,j | G ≺Ĝ \ {1 G } (j = 2, 3) for all α ∈ A. We claim that π α,4 | G ≺Ĝ \ {1 G } holds as well for all α ∈ A. Assume that π α,4 | G ≺ G \ {1 G } for some α ∈ A. Since G has property (T ), it is easy to see that then 1 G ≺ π α,4 | G holds. Let Π be the sum of all representations of G inĜ \ {1 G }. It follows that Π = Π and that π α,4 ≺ Π × Π = Π × Π. Consequently, 1 G ≺ π α,4 | G ≺ Π ⊗ Π holds. From [Bek, Theorem 5 .1], it follows that Π is an amenable representation of G in the sense of [Bek, Definition 1.1] . Since G has Kazhdan's property (T ), [Bek, Corollary 5.9] implies that Π has a finite-dimensional, unitary subrepresentation. Since 1 G is the only such representation of G, this means that 1 G ≺ Π ≺Ĝ \ {1 G }, so that we have reached a contradiction.
As in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we thus obtain a decomposition f α (x, y) = g α (x, y) + t α (x, y ∈ G, α ∈ A), where t α ≥ 0, and g α | G is a positive definite function associated with a representation weakly contained inĜ \ {1 G }. As in the proof of Propositon 4.3 -possibly passing to a subnet -, we conclude that t α → 1 and consequently that g α (e, e) = g α → 0. It follows that f α → 1 G×G in the norm of B(G × G), which is impossible by Definition 2.1(b). ⊓ ⊔ Remarks 1. Even though Theorem 4.5 makes SL(3, C) the prime suspect for a nonbiflat, locally compact group, we would like to emphasize that the theorem does not prove this: All it shows is that Proposition 2.3 cannot be used to establish its biflatness. It is possible that our definition of an approximate indicator is too restrictive. Maybe one should consider nets, not in the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra, but consisting of completely bounded multipliers of the Fourier algebra. Such multipliers are studied in [Spr 2].
2. We had remarked earlier that SL(3, C) cannot be continuously embedded into any amenable, locally compact group. Combining Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 4.5, we see that SL(3, C) cannot even be continuously embedded into a [QSIN]-group.
